Sun Harbor Marina Pet Policy Agreement
At Sun Harbor Marina, having a pet on your boat is a privilege extended only as long as all marina rules regarding pet
ownership are strictly followed. This privilege is extended solely on approval of Sun Harbor Marina. Specific breeds
or animal behavior may be denied this privilege.
In order to maintain a clean and friendly environment for marina tenants and pet owners, the marina enforces a
three Strike Pet Policy. The Policy states that after two (2) reasonable complaints against a pet the pet owner will
receive a warning letter stating that upon the third (3rd) complaint the pet owner will be responsible to remove the
pet from the marina. Pet ownership in a marina is mostly a matter of common courtesy towards your fellow
boaters and the marina. The rules listed here are enforced in tandem with rules on pets set down in rule #37 of
rules and regulations included in your wharfage contract with SHM:
 Fine for the First occurrence will be:
$50.00
 Fine for the Second occurrence will be:
$150.00
 Fine for the Third occurrence will be:
$300.00 and you will be responsible for removing
your pet from the marina.
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Animals must stay on board the boat at all times unless attended and on a leash. Animals may be left
unattended for a period not to exceed twelve (12) hours. Animals must never be allowed onto other boats
without express permission of the boat’s owner.
No pet barking or other noise that annoys other boaters is allowed. A barking dog should never be left
unattended.
Threatening behavior towards people or other pets passing on the docks must be prevented.
Any animal mess on the docks or other marina property must be promptly cleaned up. No animal scat may
ever be washed in to the water. For your convenience, doggy bags are available at the entrance to the dock
Animals must never be taken into or washed in the rest rooms, laundry facilities, rec room, or inside any
suite, room or hallway in any building on the property.
Pet owners must prevent any animal behavior that might annoy or cause problems with their neighbors or
their neighbors pets.
Blocking off fingers as a “yard” for animals is not allowed. Fingers are common areas; tenants must always
have open access to them. As such, animals are not allowed onto the fingers unless attended.
For insurance reasons the following breeds of dogs are not allowed in the marina: Bull/Terrier breeds or mixes,
Doberman Pinschers, Rottweilers or Wolves (pure or hybrid).

I fully and completely understand the rules listed above regarding having pets in Sun Harbor Marina, and I
agree to abide by them. By agreeing, I understand that having my pet in the marina is a privilege that can be
withdrawn by the marina management at any time at the sole discretion of the Sun Harbor Marina dockmaster.
If asked to remove my pet from the premises, I promise to do so immediately.
Pet Owner

Boat Name

Pet Owner Signature

Slip No.
Date

Description of Pet:
Pet Name: ______________________________________________________

Breed: ____________________________

Color & Markings: __________________________________________________________________________ Picture Attached Y / N
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